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There’s a joke that’s been doing the rounds: The world is sick with a bad case of anthroporrhoea, 
and only we can save it! This is the kind of joke that can make one stop reading the news. But 
what if we—we—were able to make this joke efficaciously true or untrue? Would that mean that 
those of us not on Twitter were falling behind on the necessary Lamarckian workouts? Probably. 
I melanchole hard—no one should be forgoing prehensile eyes for themselves or their offspring. 
So let’s take our cues from aeroplanes, which secreted their fuselages in fish during the previous 
extinction event (a brilliant feat of proxy overwintering!). Or we could hunker up with a latent 
Erotoplasty, read the whole thing read. Which of these options puts us at greater risk of 
contracting a metaphysical norovirus is anyone’s guess.    
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Me serrating her lower self of 
whole gown the growing is roan 
is pool from which a shitting 
Claire emergt encumbent as I 
emerge from want. The more 
teaky bends to me now. If 
suction at caustic bray apes the 
spray will you? Our funeral still 
embodied  have It the 
Noding Me. 
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x3 tavolette aspects of the 2nd Domain 
 

2 / O F / B E L O N G
I N G

2.1. To the encounter forcing plant they were
conducted [clubbed] freely or even [split field]
[chryselephantine]. The & to swaddle their
christopher [neatborne] across: presenting: partial
cuts, their object: partial cuts.

2.2. Where purely a swollen, a welter twinning good
contact xscuttle [xunborne] [xexchanging inside]:
the & to [they were conducted] [fundamentally with
skin].

2.3. And adapt under [before] their donation (&)
toward a grave basic xswerve characteristic which is
produced [is their claim]. Elsewhere: the encounter
is a transference [lowering] of minutes and remotely
secured lowering and huddle shored out fully.

2.4. And activate smoothing because: their object
fatten at least purely the instrument. The
instrument are often intending the weal for their list
[stalk] xgrowth [fringe]. Their object has been
known to perform access privileges about extension
[particularly capture].

2.5. But that it would not stay because how many
are kept on [on ice] absolutely. Even: the encounter
is shown to & xlet [thrown out its weight]. Keener
the loaves thrown that are presently soaked
effectively [executing very well]. Disjecta have close
beam nested clean clean fire or clean killing through
which small passages of depth.

2.6. Here is a stump of instrument or assuming scalp
to meal (upon).
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EROTOPLASTY 3 

 

“B A B Y T A L K”

Packed alation [tiny blue meal] of: fleshstudent
given much out for curle overknown glubglub [crab]
wean deploye.

Deepener starch crank unilateral syrup: closebabe:
melch patina brook: tapping food slide, ertia moor
and tip after spittal.

Tooling back then soure thrombus to: all out marke
of: tranqe pression only you occur.

Sinus export just: onset beyond graphy feede resort
than brakes: twisted feet: a tuber appears with
generous ochre suddenly.

Unrest bladed drinking song of: boile: scalped and
individual claw custom which: inheritance is of
capping primer yet so you soone carry the lobe over
freeze and deep: substance glint thin out.

Your arms are technically made amongst the
following: nominal breathworks, blind sucking, fairly
convincing public movements.

If none of these identifications are correct, we know
practically nothing about the materials of
transference, i.e.: please apply some more pressure.

Because: whose kindness is a fridge of: vanity,
liquefaction, and kidding, and whose new alium
temper [devoting] the wrist.

Because: I’ll damage you as you might cub: this
abaleitous syndrome finance hull [steady glunch]
[allude paradise]: a very brave launch farther
unction dead slow.
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CALUM HAZELL 

 

 

“F I E L D E R”

Out sprung were bluecampus: junior [modern]
scaffolding urn [holdly] complete showerer I believe:
an enclave of entire charm most: bonitas, essentia,
vita, veritas that: clod issues, describing: basic
antishock of: budded wood.

The screen is: truncated highlands and easily: bitter
at the wings (of: their express program
[whitepromise] [actual turn]).

An outfroze reserve washmeat, coste: obliging: the
low orbic more dumbe: limb, then: an hours xheld
oblique carvery and it is: against [and: chane] the
fire to: chain.

The screen is: forge shown acute [marginal] [brown
paper bag] farming arch of climate [then times were
unleavened]: a really deep magician [a taxidermist]:
packs it in with: emphasising skirts of our ghost
[xgoodbluish] [xbluestablish] [xdoseribband] [xale]
[you: xsaith] [xgrey on efen] [xgrey anent] [you: very
farther sprig].

The equipment give prime [priming] x[in]spring such
that: I have strengthened for thee thy throat [they
make a fairway for thee] [I protecte thee before
(their) partial osiris] [I give thee thy head forever
back] [behold water!]: allow there all(ot)e xongoings
[xstanding incident] [lovers] [wishlist] [close
friends].

A consequent: xhard inclusive fleshly [xhard
inclusive captors] blink: xblank pale dim mute pale
mute shallow sequencing (such as their: 77
arrangements): evacuate their known turf xpile
plexus [xlex oute whole] to: have been dwelt.
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“P A L E B L O C K S”

Souled ink propagate technical ravel thereto
fracture thereto: slit clean marshhead for supple
plucks.

Zone shine or to valve: block localities clung poise:
blunt [trapping] [sleeping] their pregnant gland: I
want you no longer to occur [I have made a decision
to modify you in this way] [I want to make you sweat
[hesitate]].

Please receptors that supple loops of voiced & thirst
toward promised wound: tomorrow a blade would
belly soft membrane than throttle: this object2
[charged grouper].

That that eternal livid cling [catalogue] [blue array]
spar bones of snag.

Such as: make thou for me my cocaine mouth that I
may slurp with it, kusstafeln [such as: make thou for
me my potted heart that I may eat with it,
kusstafeln]: many deep panels rush breathsuite and
nearby hymnal.

Our poor deixis stamp therapies of genuine passage
of keen lozenge before a gentle forceps [the
encouraging machine]: their meats and waters
capitalise then offing [treate] warm blue delegates
[licensed heat functionalities] [then gouge lunghouse
remainder].

Stretchings platform serial pax from ecstasies in
divine shape: whoever eats me is fed into higher
gratitude: sheet cautery amp discrete blockform of
negative fact: loyal tissues bathed twice amongst
your food.
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Air Hunger 
 
 
Now try this hand over mouth to seafront, each bird listing 
to its partner’s left in awkward augury. In a second we split too, 
fell to naming them like kids would, begin to blot lives despite 
this one gull’s cantilevered harp inside a formless breast, and  
blew by drilling sound out fine along swift murderous praise 
of orchids. God in heaven, dense with underwater enemies 
devoid of riot, encased in semisolid eviction pamphlets 
from above; you wait to be the scene that you are best,  
flushing out your life in a sieve for looking, all the more for  
heaven’s epidural stalks the beach, residual by irrupted  
parity, when blood goes back along the line from scratch  
to distribution. This start added to the next. A wailing sound.  
Some wind to hide the love it carries on with. Open 
windows. Before twelve, the morning. You in that bright 
tomorrow cancelled ingress, a winglet ripped off as the ground  
offensive chirrups, gave a razor wire of lapis lazuli, and 
cauterized in chrome effigies the turfed ones over mine,  
done in by the heat in shade at peak of being animated by 
the oesophageal troposphere called home: you make up that  
encounter to sound out interest in the liver, or the pancreatic  
zone, or whatever, the real parts slide in needlessly, or that  
tree in this mirror dips into a free loss paid for by the 
taxpayer, who is my wife. See this now, perched on the sill,  
in bright shoots of everlastingness, in a hole, in terribly  
impossible compliance, not the least less true for being less 
in bleak midwinter, call death see-through, the absence of a  
project. In delta force I act all killed, creatively, a self-made 
murder leeched on phantasy, a perp exchange in keeping  
with a life or two with pain jerked out of it, a kind of charred 
accountant, a feeling robbed of certainty by having others. 
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The killed death strains at the waxy sun, inventing pathos. 
The smile on a Qatari scab just gets re-settled, like a tantrum or  
a silly boat, beside those who care straight into the militarised  
navel socket, in the acoustic severed head, ghosting areolas 
to represent a faction CD stapled to the car you came in  
on, the hurt process lugubrious and mellow, on with the  
sun’s overground peristalsis, slowly lancing a list of foreign  
names. The evidence or possibility of crows aside, my face 
bloody from examination looks akimbo, first at things then  
some of them, a sick bay with e-cigs in it, a field star  
crushing sermons the neural equivalent of no touch sunset,  
deep vein thrombosis in the agency a plug for menacing 
the day the opposite the medic sang the shadow of the fore 
lock fell on the brisket, secretly obliterated OK magic heart – 
let lyric slip down there, extravasated fire sale on the mount, 
from inner pigs to oceanic. Quarantine. A scratching sound.  
A solid dream. Get the kid’s mouth open. Sift. More alive  
than should be, you bloody prick. A little coward hello, mark,  
brimming with fantastical excreta, a feeling burst by its own  
brother, quick. Blot lives cancel out the safe they credit. God,  
I hate you. Strip the life that promises to bits, fortuna, for  
a terribly immobile sky of ceiling fans and fish, an imbecile  
to cash them with, now one hangs twitching from the inset,  
to make pain relative beyond repair, and in sympathy you read  
them, to kill that which lives in despair. Look here, the feather 
edge on this cur touches the rest of you, which leaks. No-one  
saw it coming. The rest is split between the child and me.  
Work it out: if nothing is the fear of not starting, then something  
bites. You don’t want to kill anyone. Your secret song teeth get  
faint with fellow portent, lubricate the plot, put Nyx in custody.  
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But things are calm, illusory, derivative, shapely in the  
end, proleptic to the point of it. Look for more and if not then 
stick to parricide, grateful as the gullet sought out by the life  
that fits mine perfectly, a single thing the cavity for lavage 
kept in panic love to insult, go plus three mega-satori grant 
insider flick, germinal and cute, resoundingly an instant  
grinning flat to sink cloud tremulous with bad leaf riches,  
how it ends: how are you in that battered twilight in the corner,  
cutting lines in the ventricle, the orphaned vendor greased  
up fallout strewn, in fierce abysmal thickets, over the English  
Channel? What life takes care of, abundantly. Want to see  
another white eclair shake off the dream work, solve dispassion to 
endear it, elute blot lives into a finely arcing mist of devilled mince,  
O kill kill kill kill kill those who advertise you day in day out, 
promissory for to dance away the pain painted scrotum 
chalice neck brace our fathers’ fathers fought over to moderate. 
I am seething for abandon with you, paradise has nothing 
on me, geriatric invasion clips, the rustling arras, a bit of bent  
straight carbon wiring, a swarm of mutants pirate Thanatos, 
an egret sacrificing squid, a cigarette with ecstasy stuffed  
in it. What do you think ravens are for, Luke? Even jellied  
eels live somewhere, to suffocate the shame they keep inside them,  
preen terribly amidships viral stupor. My children all do race 
riots. My second is accountable to higher powers only. Quench.  
I mean honestly, want to see a movie sometime, wind down?  
Milk angels with a raygun? Sort personnel into service versus  
admin? Kill time? Do this hand over that one but get quicker  
every turn? Hug a hoodie? Love you actually alive? What is it  
that hides in you like a shattered motive? What is there in hell  
that cops are fond of, life is but a dream and a forgetting.  
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I kill demons daily. You and you are through. Fleet and  
hollow. Nihilistic gangster oxymorons. A club sound. My dad’s  
ham sandwich when I was born. It just feels full, so that  
some integument toddler to capsize broken integers exhale, one 
down one thousand five-hundred and twenty-nine to go,  
I am breathing every time I walk around, fattening the delegate  
surplus diapasonic hocket, mother’s milk in virtual insemination  
dive bars, a glimpse freed by the life croaked in the canthus.  
Before night, this evening. Unlucky beautiful white dwarf, you 
reek for all the world like uninsured expired cargo, men  
loathe you, insinuate foreclosure. You can’t love and have nothing 
lovable within you, despite incorporation, and despite 
day’s acquired face blindness tip-off look remarkable for ages,  
the stars that swim are ours to sing, two-step forwards  
one step black piety terrible intra-psychic intercontinental  
drift, I was held in secret lossy arginine rendition, save each  
dead thing alchemic to a lax son; I know an old lady who lives in 
lies inside a vinegar bottle who swallowed a fly. I thinks 
in triplicate. I am become a pumpkin, destroyer of rhyme, 
progenitor of inconsolate bipartisan affect. Read my lips, 
live to beggar over what to feed it, to find the heart to sweeten  
migrant horsemeat. God says a satellite is a made up  
thing, like Argos. Poems flatten by design. I don’t know why  
freak factories get pronouns off the lamb for second subjects,  
while defence in abyssal law-aboding can barely gobsmack.  
Here’s an example: give up your seat on the bus to a Muslim.  
Are they grateful? Write down what you find. To get inside that 
heart, to feel it buckle at the lieder serenading carrion in  
embattled suits in London, giggling at the infant screaming  
bloody murder, edgelords that traumatise the biosphere too.  
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All life matters like this, by incontinent or pathogenic suffrage, 
saints and martyrs, colossal inbred pints of stem cells scurry back 
to nuzzle in a vested prestige Alka-Seltzer time-trial, a cursed  
enclitic reservoir of spirit, a frosty morning, sodden sheets,  
a seagull lobbing limpets at the moon, a Trotskyite encyclical, 
some grain, a fucking sound so fucking soundy it astounds,  
blot lives hedged off authorial hagiography indecent Oriental  
snap procurement surmount the symmetry of you and me,  
the devil and the feathery fairy tale take turns over and over 
into rehearsal for a terribly out to lunch Lutheran bakesale,  
some mean something, some end: a cursor blinking in the din.  
A lullaby. Lie prone try to phone the police. Beyond the tree 
line, bushes, reflected gamely. You take the gorgeous part I  
said, mouthing speech. Third time lucky. Do you abolish  
nameless anchorite in stitches, fold at night a runny blanket,  
still not read Moby Dick. The sound the door made pewter  
in a cast-iron skillet fizzling, I knew what I was then feeling 
was relief, laid on the burning sand, typeset credits roll before 
a mock-up of the charges love engenders. Do you understand  
how scared I was, waiting to meet my maker, my entire 
life staked on fleshpots nearly triggered. Kiss the op-ed casket.  
In hiding we unfairly corpse, make the game nightmarish  
and difficult for thinking kids. Controlled emotion. In  
veterate lyric vampires re-invent you, muxed to oblivion as  
the hands tied behind the public sphere crushed in palliative  
obeisance make bad faith tenant to the great white landlord  
in the sky, the ingrate overseer, the upstairs mobility scooter, 
the childish casino, the wrong life policy evading it by claims  
bogus and compulsively redactive both. This song has three  
separate arguments inside of it. I’m damned if I can find any. 
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Blood like blood for none shitcanned so deftly, the sea swallows  
whole those stars dumb enough to stroke it. As if chemtrails  
burn their stamens, nothing in the world we’re left like cupping 
ice-cream in our sunburnt sternums, daytime practically  
a fiction. My paddle, thick with episode, erupts full circle, gaudy 
sailors punch my ego in the face, oppress it. Later, things  
get better, though not at large, and not for long, and not for people.  
My companion is a real number. Glisten. The stars alack, the  
future they admit to. Boiled meat. A whistling sound. Before spring,  
the last one. Endangered blot life horizon naked med trial,   
your look the primer on a well-wrought fine wire woven grille 
between a loadstone and a cracked soliloquy. In frankly undue 
indigence, you blink. O death, where is thy sting. Ants gather  
on the scapula on purpose, copy art. Like blood to leaven  
blame with like with, bore into mine in zero dark and zero pain,  
bleached in aspic centrefolds that shrink terribly ecstatic  
denuded third eye skin flakes carefully disguise, look behind you.  
Start afresh. Take whatever it is that you most need, to make  
the wish that you force feed in cantankerous desire seem OK. All  
day sanctions for a second piety. I don’t know how you manage  
not to be there, because without those regulated fits of atmosphere  
exchange take shelter home, harangued by cop supply, will  
spiral into the difficult real. I had seven children all named flagship,  
all day in the blue above the sea you sang to me, from my heart 
leaks a pounding overvaluation of the scene, the stomach in  
the body of the face you live with, without reprisal, side to side,  
when life sinks reluctantly its bare lips in what you are  
afraid of, and who is it on the edge of idiocy in a stranger trap 
for anyone with love in them, to cull their kiss in honey from my  
asshole out. Dead central. Data in the branches of a tree.   
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We do not track constantly how our life 
came to take on the shape it did, generated 
from a million tiny events and encounters.

– Esther Leslie
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Swaying Token
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Monday, udder: undulate to swipe milk out. 
Splash on a finger’s squeeze, pink-driven. 
Udder in screen, a swaying token. 
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Abducted 
Mushroom
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Tuesday, mouldy as an abducted mushroom. 
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Outside of Iceland
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Wednesday, singled out by a sparrow 
outside of Iceland. 
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Night Slugs
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Thursday, night slugs. The house striped 
with fine white trails. Escort them out of the 
house on a potato crisp. 
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Favourite Snack
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Friday, oiled with gifts. Chuffed leather 
satchel bossed with silver darts, a cloud of 
pleasing rain. A long awaited reunion with a 
favourite snack. 
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Friends’ Star Formation
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Saturday, mirrored friends emit messages 
from a star formation. 
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Chew Chew
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Sunday, chew chew. Brown cows in the field 
all facing one way – how? 
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Re-Encounter 
 
 
True sweet: the storm-bolt was leaking; 
I kept missing you both in history 
& in fossilised time. One can slip forwards 
as well as backwards and either way 
the claw sinks into the mud. Finally 
what is the wash of gold on the wall? 
I am exactly the right age for aggression, 
but I do not feel ready. I am already tired. It is 
already unnecessary. The colours will console 
me, I think, already pulling out the greens and 
blues, trying to wrench my mind away from the 
GAP T-shirt of ’98. There is so much rain  
and it melts through the gaps in the windows 
waking me up at night after my purple-eyed 
shadow walk. I am in the language of insidious.  
Even in between it. I’m trying 
to encounter you again. We grow so old 
in real time. Shahid sighs. We are generous 
in the margins of disposal; Pantone 
colours this year, last year— we can 
attempt it. (Im)pulses all through the leaking bolt  
and the sound all over my floor.  
Everything is subject to absolute clarity and  
absolute fog (which is when 
my mind is absolutely clear). I stand by 
readiness. Measuring the peripheries. 
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Six Composite Lost Sonnets 
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Messidor 
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From Until Under a Wood Forget How the Hedge Warps 
 
 
Topographic Note: These poems arose out of fascination with a small stretch of shattered but re- vaulting 
former beech-hedge now itself immersed under the edge of Westridge Wood on the side which skirts 
Waterley Bottom and adjoining the Tyndale Monument (Gloucestershire) on the other. 
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3 
 
A space of subtraction (same things) realised a 
meta-tract compiled from not severing the 
de-rangement 
 
 

Diverse pillage abets local striation, 
bloating the ration of structure 
 

 
in blank sprig 
its outing, clouded 
garnish, as blunted 
hunts beyond 
entrapment, 
absconds the why 
of a hedge-forcer 
 
gnarled notation, 
hurled (unreleased) 
rotation 
 
fleeting terrace 
floating missing 
verticals, fresher at 
curtalling 
 
whole twists 
retemper 
the persistence 
 

 
Creases with sudden (unsodden shelter) 
consents, deeper into the woodedge 
than trees have a delimit for 

 
 
Exactly summitless in hedge archaeology, 
this wrap-relic could never resemble 
a ruined tree 
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5 
 
New filters paring at the desertion/insertion lanes, 
swelling (squirreling) inclusion onto 
sheer (sheared) intendance 
 
 

Already the copse sided with linear-extract, 
boundary-parodied, what exactly drifts into 
confine, a hedge’s pre-crush storming at brush 

 
 

trees-from-hedge 
spill nothing 
worse, an under- 
vaulting given 
staccato bush 
across the copse’s 
full dressage 
 
drowse on the petal- 
less woodsheen, 
covered light 
grains its favour 
without splitting 
the knots 
 

 
Hedge is a refusal prong which up-braids 
an unrecalcitrant disparate overhang 

 
 
More untakeable that a hedge-relic was left 
to the furtive-growth horizons 
of its wrecked defensive 
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7 
 
Not a bound figure but ventures a resendable off hedge- 
bounce (bunch) as where cut to obsolete definition 
nothing is rescinded other than this travelling 
punctuation of recess 
 
 

The errancy retains its over-shaven, slippery 
currency, simply wanders wounded without 
squandering 

 
 

active para-remnant 
green to the very 
extortion, infolds 
a new comprising 
(compressed) 
 
flesh of a snare 
open to fresh 
leash, signifying 
copse from 
just such a 
rooted trip-wire 
 
hedge without 
a bite, except 
where marked 
by its own 
snag teeth 
 
 

No enribbed contortion without overhang directly 
blinking (sinking) light, palely as the counter- 
reach entails it 

 
 
Slender upper norms (beech) retremble the wizened 
boundary steps  knew stabbings that repaid 
a pure interior network price 
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13 
 
Poly-boundary melding hard shutnesses, 
no innocence between root and trunk 
but fierce (provisional) interlacking 
 
 

Shuttles its own brittle parts, full of 
path travelling brusque in kind to copse 
 

 
copse’s coat 
withinhaps, 
preliminary 
welter 
 
enwithholding 
only at a beech’s 
full street 
 
doctored-futile 
body, dredged 
to fore-keel 
 
vascular en- 
velopped, glides 
contours 
relimbing 
 

 
Inelastic cusps until co-hidden at 
scarce a diversion to tree-canopy 
 

 
Active residuals, affinities between stormed 
copes, how the whole copse shunts 
with diagonal correction 
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14 
 
Pulled through a cage of too many intentions 
the hedge was saddled (couched) with a course 
 
 

Swabbing further branch-clues for no more 
throbbing, now the hedge casts off its decking 
 

 
Nothing contrastive will regroup a copse 
vector, speculate its interior grouping 
 
 

precarious ropes 
make for 
steep repair, 
a hedge at its 
prayer-ruff 
 
disclosive 
measures 
past their own 
contour 
 
fettered domain 
warring into 
attaining copse 
 
impingent 
bundle, the 
copse’s reserve 
crater 
 

 
Unsoured rods of distortion, a better-twined 
or groom-all wrap, same cladding for pressing 
uprights out of gap 

 
 
To every several seal other thrivings 
are owed, the overtaken at its strongest 
filter 
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Agitprop (An Ode) 
 
 

 

Kids dressed as kids dressed as wizards 

beats individual chorus deployment, plurals, 

the crane operator on his lunch break 

tied to a chair: 

     free assembly at the summer camp, 

        dancing in a long line, filmed for posterity 

       hazing styles redrawn 

      by a fair hand 

        declaring emergency 

always thinking on the future dysfunctional 

  the dry heave on the dry run sensational 

    but what’s not error if not valuable to retain 

      the division of the division 

    and I can’t get bored with sums and games 

because the crowd is looking awkward. 

  The poem is about disappearance, 

    missing persons 

      an entertainment accompanied 

by artificial flavours, perfume, 

  blackberry and bay, a licensed masque, 

    which takes you to a slump of sugar basis 

      replaced by clear citation, 

     argument in form 

which clutches and lets go in time to music 

     wants to be alone in the black-walled house, 

       handing your instruments to the fleet, 

     banned from string duty 

        you get the tone wrong 

cutting everyone’s throat in Paris 

     holding up the ribbons blissful 
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       casual bluff the steps and presentation 

     and it blows 

 or breezes picking up, 

     unties him in tireless admiration, 

       for diversions of a pleasant kind. 

What I was doing was stretching out but cramped 

     heavy tracking unsweetened necessary velcro.  

     I don’t think efficient disposal will help you 

be more attentive, combing through the scans 

     amused by fjords, spring water 

        for rousing sunlit persons, 

running through dry grass its operations weaken.  

A bad analogy, many bad analogies, paintings 

     in the garden watching through a window, a kitchen, 

     the regular hours, the increasing span, 

     playing house 

     arrest now 

        that I live on a street with police. 

The granary is special because community 

    giddy with criticism, hands you 

    a scythe and a hacksaw, instructs you to sever 

the legs. The job falls to you because your ancestors, 

   patrilineal, were experts in the field 

      of prosthetics. But expertise is not genetic, 

         I got no science and nowhere to sit. 

       The idiocy of rural life comes home, 

peasants in the Winter Palace crapping in the vases, 

   degrading beautiful things. Gorky loved 

      good hygiene, the best for everyone 

        and it’s Spring. And now that it’s Spring 

Pindar, getting ancient on my own ass optimistic 

     how quaint. Some poems you don’t mention  

       the slaves, biting a fat tongue 

     pushed on the teeth when you’re angry, 
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stalemate by the fire recounting visions, 

   wading through the cherubs at the feast of Venus, 

     fainting at the hot dogs, making 

       a safety announcement 

in another tongue entirely.  

If it was a biblical dream of weightloss you were having 

     you were wrong, taken by surprise 

        in our own backyards 

by a squirrel, 

  young, stuck, and desperate,  

     pissing in mid-air. 

I put the squirrel in a box, 

throw it in the road, posing   

  for a photo, ashamed and hungry, 

     the thin song issued from the standard channels. 

Tourists will always be with us in praising a house 

    intruding on problems of devotion  

in theory you welcome attention. 

Reluctant to honour the movement of blood, 

    domestic commitments on the world stage 

     put away the spade inside my skeleton.  

You move in the quarter made eroded 

     relaxed the rules for locking arms allows for sidesteps, 

     jumping square-to-square, and no 

      wet clothes or sea-salt there 

to greet you. It is perfect seeing often,  

    often mistaken,  

    but rare to lose the body when the floated heart 

       is resting, all its pretty actions revealed 

the slightest terms: 

    wildness in the middle of depression, 

    survival and disaster, aversion 

    to risk as exposure to knowledge 

prefers the early work on the highbeam, 
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   the learning curve restricted 

     and alighting, no fingernails left to cut. 

But catharsis as a measure is no fun, 

     and you can’t run with phallic charms, 

     that’s why Hermes had sandals 

     decked with wings.  

The marble pavement closes, 

     he is enter’d his radiant roof 

        entirely radiant, so we say 

thank you to Jupiter, put the radar in the child 

     watch him grow. I grow around it, evasive, 

      strategically so, 

      pinning my hopes to my own tail 

which wags in independence, 

staging posts, vehicles, metabolism, the aching ritual 

     not the nearest or most crucial understood   

  to want corrected forecasts. 

      Insufficiently insurrectionary, 

on a work placement for three years paid for 

   by the state, not to be blamed 

      nor changed is anything in two 

        different cities 

      but not so different so I send my apologies. 

The poet dreams of totality, 

  but Pasolini sided with the police 

     and you nearly lost a finger in the fleece 

when it was time to get to grips with disappointment, 

     become didactic, slipping in and out of uniform 

     as it suits.  

             Excellent coat, 

   excellent new deodorant, 

   excellent boots. 

It was the Gospel According to Matthew 

   but you were thinking of Medea at the rally 
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      for the teachers caught by hailstones 

     generation of tender vipers 

     and Herakles outlive us all, 

running through market square with the left wing of capital. 

     The weight of a talent, 

     a life of anonymity, loose as an adult lost 

     waiting for analysis. 

     The prize is wasted, 

     too small to share the hinge 

     I rest my case on. 

This is what you get for playing dumb, 

   a whole generation of writers playing dead, 

     fixing up their brands and flawless assets 

       in advance, switching larynxes at leisure 

          quoting Pasolini and the opening chapters 

         of The Class Struggle in Ancient Greece. 

And the police get over-time 

    and they get to wear protective clothing. 

    And the peasants over time  

    begin to dream of protective clothing. 

You get used to being arranged, 

    the discipline, 

      wrestling with the weather deadpan 

        bringing in the corn 

      ignoring the failures, falling in love 

        with self-criticism.  

When they look the same you feel safe. 

     When they leave the room you feel safe. 

     The work is hard: 

             Patty Hearst married her bodyguard 

and who can blame her, 

     April 1979, an episcopal ceremony at a Naval base, 

     weeping for her children 

     on the cover of Italian Vogue, 
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        sporting the look that makes spring 

and the whole mythical history of kidnapping 

     look easy.  

       Successful images exist on several planes at once 

     goodnight three seven zero 

     reflecting the fantasies of many. 

Take me to the bodies if they’re dead 

describing the flaws in our music 

      to the despised, abandoned the nets 

      never to come down the halted chase. 

You’re so 

      inconsistent, siding with the poems, 

     putting the lean on up in arms without criteria, 

whimsical, thrilled to be raw and devastated, 

     washed with news and frisked. 

     The friendly machine, 

     the medicine, coasting unwaged 

forgets to save a part for such returns, 

    famous, slightly older in the lasting sound 

      of what was done in names of doubles, 

      cleaning up the glitches strewn 

between the homes of acted fiction’s custody.  

     The story just runs and runs, 

         an electrical fire in two great arcs 

      high above the Indian Ocean, 

Comrade Bala out on bail 

     in the mild climate,  

face turned to the sun, and the wind 

in our sails to guide the waves 

with true love I survey the wreckage, 

     hating to end in climax, 

      360° of coverage disguised 

     to hide the faces, saving 

the special characters 
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     who wait for moments like this, 

         a pause in turmoil 

      a break in the action 

so you can say goodbye, or else 

    ditch through the exits 

    gathering all the actors to your chest, 

happy now dispensed with glee defective. 

  But there were gestures of my own 

     and you imagine me, 

       stepping over bodies without comment, 

     waiting for the airlift and the cranes 

all dipped, drawing on reserves of grief 

     reserved for such occasions.  

     The brief is continue to live, 

     and my daughter’s name was Olive 

     in the singular.  

The secret poem 

    meets the wheels in stereo 

    fully grown, telling stories 

    of our absence 

            told to you and you alone. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
[Note: This poem was originally published in 2014 in the small-run print publications The Internal Leg & Cutlery 
Review (Critical Documents) and Keep All Your Friends (MATERIALS). It has been revived here at the author’s 
suggestion so that it might be more widely accessible.] 
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pearlish milk
so thin so much 
turpentine                      burn 
take                  on the rag 

scrub solve 
the angel face              rose
erasing a hard touch                
locate                           form in

could advance or retreat 
pierce blueberry skin                   

nymph 
notoriously hermetic
velvet 
reveal                     slow - veil 
murmurmesmermurmurmes
dark orchid    stain    saturate      
pushing his 
paint into                  deep wet         
grape must          burgundy  
yield            need          more 
time. layers of nightshade 
laid underneath          sleeping 
body still house
built up that surface 
harmony - so thin           
you read one 

dysphoria through another                             
positive    disorder 

primordial    drip   bitter echo
maroon underground     I 

go down to the river to pray 
sweat sun plum soft open    

rust bright fresh estuary 
meet me at the starless sea 
open your selves like gills
you go down to the black 
river                     floating filth
you dam dam dam dam dam 
flood 
my mouth with salt

is it 
drying do you   have to                                                                      

reach                              

breathing 
pulsing

dying
hematite ochre haemoglobin 
iron oxide            vermilion        
cochineal henna protect me 
from all things evil and red 
light district rubia tinctorum
rauthan read rød rood 
reudh ruddy           cherry wet 
blood orange 
mars o my love is like a 
radish flush   cheeks        Stop   

flood     chop meat 
afternoon drop sweat muscle 
slow           crime dormant 
wet red magnetic                     

ripples scarlet & startled 
into me like flight

opacity is not

tread       water
webbed red on red iris 
accretion disk blood 

moon

haze
spray

douse my skin in

red red red
red red

gasoline

static hands
stabs of scarlet 

honey

leak

white microfine titanium dioxide
noise     sing     bleach me    paper     I bury I all pangur bán skeleton          hvítr boiling linen 

salt                                                                               calcite                                                   
snowdrop                     ring turn & turn &          necessary                          bedding  salvia

into blind windows        exhale [Self] {rorschach} (fortune cookie)                                smoke
slices                                                                             bruises bloom             dis-per-sion

laid colour over colour over colour catechism canyon you have-to-keep
asking until it answers

- quiet no finality - almost unravels in time two ships whispering on soft black
volcanic ash rising to tuck in our mouths

blackberry jam soot coal crow hora nigra pan-ther pan-ting up-the stairs-to -----
thermal collector tip of burnt wood blakkaz bark root fruit oak bhleg gleam pyrolysis blach blaek
heartecho fractal feedback footfall tight topsoil isla negra shadow blistering starless carbon

fig rot ink bone char tar
pitch pulled from me like prayer
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Empedocles to His Volcanic Homunculi 
 
It is only by cosmic aging that we survive. We are not beholden to unearthing ancestor antlers 
and charging against the wall not giving in to the soul's pain. We are nirguna, preoperative 
etymologies not tied at the ankles as if drowning in a faceless convulsion hiding behind a null 
string of laments at the edge of a visible world order on which to clamber up for glory. 
 
Instead I climb the night sky at Bakhu, an infinite accumulation of breath, growing older as I 
climb, a faltering teratology, an insubordinate study of monsters peering from exhaustive muses 
held apart at the wings, like haurient leeches the dispersed color of an avalanche solicited, 
extracted from a magical crowd shivering on lightning abacuses. Then I come forth by day for 
the night is extinguished in me. 
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When the Search Lies 
 
 
Henry Corbin in his History of Islamic philosophy resurrects a supremely irrational act on the 
part of philosopher Ibn Sina. An act inconceivable to the sterile count of scholarly 
achievements and applause. 
 
"Aristotle's Metaphysics presented him ... with an insurmountable obstacle: he read it through 
forty times without understanding it. It was owing to a treatise by al-Farabi which he came 
across by chance that 'the scales fell from his eyes'. His avowal of gratitude is a pleasure to  
read." (Corbin) 
 
The most unflinching pleasure to be drawn from this oxbow presented by Corbin is not just 
the plain corpse of the scholar in the arms of the night before battle is joined. Instead, an 
allegory of the intellect, the true worship of a pebble under the tongue given over to the ewer 
of the brain, absorbing to be absorbed. As the Rosarium says, “when the search lies heavy on 
the searcher.” 
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Our Daily Wars 
 
 
Our daily wars are syllogisms deepened with Paradise. "Foul and discolored" not unlike the 
aristocratic coal that forms under the death throes of nomads. 
 
We move ceaselessly against the world, the flesh, the devil as when a hungry robber escapes 
watchdogs infected with the jaws of a river, an Aquarium Sapientum that brings up vajras in 
each arm. Fleeing from knowledge as proof of imprisonment. As phena pinda, as massa confusa, 
as Korybas, as miraculous feast, as renewed taste for ashes. 
 
As and when we capitulate we weigh the warmth of blood by the oratorical cart of the warmth 
of manure and the warmth of dew. 
 
As fallible creatures of the wheel we seek balance by imitating dreamers before the night of a 
battle where sleep turns and turns till invisibility. 
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Retracted Tongs of the Voice 
 
 
They wake up twice to begin with, then repeatedly, as the silent bearer of news in operating 
theaters aired by barbers the size of deer, instructed by a scapular nothingness, “the same life” 
continuing within scholars drilled with ambidextrous hunting trips, peering, from the mud of 
the invisible as an abacus by way of opposition. 
 
In other words, now that I have established death, I keep coming back to it, welcoming the 
bacterial lisp of an ojha, fast deteriorating into an outcast spirit, into a begging bowl scraping 
the pronounced limp of causes, my visitations reduced to inconvertible exile, as before a 
congregation, my rules of hygiene rejected as subpoena to thesmos persisting as thirst through 
pyre mnemonics, blanched as the ceramic of riotous winds reined to earth, now that I have 
grown colder in the trailing, breath the length of an ark fished out and found “not far removed 
from the nature of man,” ascending to this “fathom long body,” I draw them to me. 
 
And throw them off the centrifuge where I still perch, finally seeing eye to eye with the desert 
with its sand in a row, Augustine crowing at me to spring again, but God is everywhere and a 
therefore to everything, and therefore nothing stands up to be counted, even the thaumaturgic 
economy, the nostrum doubt, the only anchor to this body not the arthralgia of the desert 
fathers, the hermits built up from eel like slabs of brain and manuscript sweeping across sand, 
not a hero sieving the desert wind, but the susurration in itself, neither verb nor noun nor 
pomegranate, splintering the starved child's paw of Kant, sucking in the fingers one after the 
other, till they disappear in the sympathetic trunk, losing none of their radiance but read 
molecule by molecule, chain after chain, a flame we shelter in our body, to which we are drawn. 
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From Hotel California 
 
[Author’s note: I have no strong feelings for the song Hotel California by The Eagles. I have never deliberately listened to 
it, but nonetheless seem to hear it, often in circumstances that are markedly at odds with its lyrical content and overall 
ambience. I decided to document each time I hear the song, recording the date, time and location, with a photograph of 
my immediate surroundings.] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
22nd November 2014, 12:20, the car park of Mersey Farm Brewer's Fayre            
restaurant, Carrington Lane, Ashton On Mersey, Sale, M33 5BL  
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2nd December, 2014, 18:13, in the Coop, 4 Northenden Road, Sale, M33 3BR, 
with festive display 
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17th January, 2015, 18:29 in the car park of the Trafford Centre, Stretford, 
Manchester M17 8AA 
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1st March 2016, 20:33, The New Oxford, 11 Bexley Square, Salford, M3 6DB 
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6th April 2017, 11:31, York Minster, Deangate, York YO1 7HH 
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8th February 2018, 19:31, Asda, 90 George Richards Way, Altrincham, WA14 5ZR 
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Photosynthesis 
 
 
ubiquitous gusts 
buffet solitary figures 
their thoughts  songs  
their untried infidelities 
 
one man chooses to ignore the hunting antics of blackbirds 
girls talking behind academic tomes  this summer’s  
photosynthesis in the sun 
 
i pace out his timeline in the stillness of a minute 
entering a landmark of skins  like pelts  stretched over  
pleated frames  my biography has been scribbled   
 
as if on a starwatcher’s scroll  alien people  
act out obscurities  daubed in natural dyes 
an aboriginal legacy confuses going forwards 
 
one man chooses to listen to strangers  their exaggerated 
enlightenments about episodes after dark  he chooses 
their pack-like observations of the transit of Eros  
 
their naked sprints into the night  their plunges in the surf       
at such times  i negotiate through a sound-jam of fiction       
girls talk behind cupped hands       
 
unseen substances seep from the welts of trees       
fields take in lungfuls of moist-green air       
a mirage shimmers into a hothouse of clouds 
 
opening night at The Regent 
is about the first screening 
of one man’s flight  
from the artillery of orifices 
voicing their pursuit  
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a flight from sea level 
to the dazzling blue dome 
of a glass cathedral 
entering a time zone 
where a human bone 
 
is halo-wrapped on an altar 
is part of this fragmentary age 
to touch  be touched 
 
children run under a matinee’s high noon  glancing backwards at the alertness  
 
of a mountain’s disguise  they run clean to the sea  past graffiti 
 
carved into the slopes of hills  i witness the alphabetical enthusiasm 
 
of a pastime  two boys enclosed by this season’s circuitry  shoot balls 
 
through a golden hoop 
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Three Addenda 
 
1. 
 
Rooftop Rigel sits above & first below 
a quarter Moon  a blockchain for our chatter 
secretes the meaning  yet against 
the drearily literal by action word or 
gesture  again & again but not  all 
these slippery terms  odd uncertainties that 
test consistency  reading of no coherence 
questioned by contradictory clues  ambiguities 
impossible to resolve  shall we point or 
go about our business  ordinary vocab 
verbal planes  no pulse to put your finger 
on. 
 
2. 
 
Sound  six emphatic beats  by a tripping 
& a counterturn  embedded diphthongs  in 
hard stops & aspirants  whose pots underscores 
this vats  from iamb to iamb  if only the trick 
of let me not  what seems supports this (or 
the other) reading  observe the text moves. 
 
3. 
 
Update these priors  anticipating  all that 
prospection stuff  picking the odd pixel 
catching attention  three jumps a second 
coached witness as feature beyond bug  such 
fluidity  on common ground words that speak 
their mind  truths coaxed by syntax of 
probability  forget the bloody-minded energetics 
of desire  dodging traffic  glib hints  verbal 
events that weave a way  the text invents its 
own theory. 
 
* 
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Prelude 
 
 
We sit at the edge of sand 
two blue arcs 
sitting on  
not in  
planets 
watching waves repeat 
the rejection of timing 
is impossible for comedy 
animism is just so coherent 
and mild, not at all  
surfeit of action 
or violent response 
to the terror of power 
like-minded lights  
or two children, say it 
once and forget. 
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At the end 
 
 
The garden was flagrant 
and no one comes here anymore 
you suspect with charged expression  
your dollop of ornery jowl like 
historical slab coded by honor 
a primal act 
encouraging a system 
for throat control  
but we understand  
the virtual loss 
that makes hate into longing  
decisions like big hands 
nick a crescent into 
the storm of your eyes 
another then another 
the whole way down 
the teacher arrives 
high and sweet 
like settings. 
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Party 
 
 
You begin by sitting 
in the cake 
tongue boiling 
churned by reptile fantasy 
the plan torched 
and the encomium 
who wrote your name 
hits the bar tough 
making it out 
one less zero-hour tune 
to boogie to. 
 
 
 
Elastic attitude overwhelms 
cart abandonment 
you're the esemplastic 
parent of one 
out here 
filibustered lands pull in creatures 
from afar to wit 
take this unusual brainstem 
attached to writhing foot 
it’ll be out back waiting 
once you leave 
the party. 
 
 
 
I can't prime you any more 
better push off outta here, 
buster, claims of who talked 
like that were correct 
to note its leverage 
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of historical shape 
and burning touch 
the candle related you to heat 
out here dumb ontologies 
play throwup 
the windows carry your hands 
through them and into 
emollient eyes 
who’s the boss, now. 
 
 
 
How to make notes 
that tamper with innards 
oh, that hissing pale visage 
gets me every time 
everyone arrives  
there's no longer 
company 
or syndicate 
we meet eyes 
warn each other 
about meat and future  
or maybe that wasn't it 
that stack of screens 
leading in reverse. 
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Do you know the lead to my cities 
always more incomplete, 
always    
 
to shake the dirt off your feet  
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I’d thought you’d be leaving. Again and again. For the cobalt skies. Headless expectant. Are you 
made of impositions of lies. In barbaric towns they seek you.  
 
* 
 
What causes this violence is mirroring you 
 
*  
 
I descend in and out of time.  
My body breaks in new lands, takes  
its form  
 
 
It is the gaps in your history, 
waiting for you to re-enact  
your part 
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A Poem For The Recreation Of My Youth 
 
 
When you’re young and live under another sky 
do not think of a word to remember. 
They will form islands and stretch  
through volcanic touch 
crossed out sensibility, like a strange distant light. 
 
Something is missing. 
Among anemones, 
in shame. 
Something dark in this flatness of weather, 
to draw yourself once again 
from an oval mirror, 
you reunite with your own resources. 
 
Now I live in my own madrigal, 
smoke all over it and I may stand 
millions of years. 
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A Poem For A Song  
 
 
This is your dark history 
come seal it now & 
place it around your neck 
with an imaginary sentiment 
 
This is your cloudy nest 
come protect it now & 
dance among the cloud layers 
as when remembering a dream  
 
This is your vulgar song 
come sing it now &   
know there’s no bottom to the lake  
the feathers are unfolding 
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Hopeless Vibrato 
 
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 in the light that is coming in the morning 
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I’ve tended a song to sing to you with, 
to hold my mouth to your teeth and mutter  

     to each one a tiny creaking song; 
           to gather in a swell of trails 

a thousand tiny Volvos creeping up your back; 
   a song of tenderness rippling round the trees,  

  of banishment, a curtailed species 
bungeed in the face of its harness, 
and I would hold you in a limbless clot 

          just above the water; 
where we could lay, curled in our chests. 
Hold me like the impending Suggs, the silence touch  
to touch our skin, and in this spasm just above the bone 
poison in the ear, deluged in silence the train it  
wakes up  

  disappointed lean on your exit  
   no windows level 
       the walls 
pay to crouch contorted on the floor 
  take it back  
    be ephemeral. You are everything.   
    No term of self 
    fellating Britain's Conversation 
    British analytics  
    British fisheries  
to the Elizabeth Line I gurgle 
God accept my tiny quivering  
ephemera: 

   “Tell me I am the Universe”.  
     Trip me for the first time to the woods, 

the crook, earth has fallen off. 
Since you ruined my life I destined 
                it should be. 
                And what is sovereignty? 
Look, innate rota; so what is that 
    cultural loss we are rolled up in 
    Britain yes sir doth cap 
    do you see what saying is 
    brave hearted shit for tongue 
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   Daddy beats you over and over 
   you bubble up sit on the floor of your life,  
pay £54.40 to get home crunched to the 
British floor of the British train 
        with its British conditioning (air)  
    the fucking Europeans though, 

technocrats guess who's gone in 
              their pants again! 
 Was snapped up in decoys. 

Jack Monroe is a snowflake thrown across the air 
brave and missing fingers cracked in the snow 
off Diane Abbott is a snowflake smashed  
to a clot of loss CN Lester is a snowflake 
(take a moment to appreciate the snowflakes in your own life!) 
Water is a snowflake. Toilet is a snowflake Air is a snowflake. 
Care is a snowflake.  

            ⻪ 
Something in this world seems to have gone missing 
I build my haunted lists to crescendo in this moment: 
A call to the radio thrashing the world 
my meanings tooled up and remorseless 
or just to make this joke: 
 “Hello James,. I’d like to say this: 
 My grandma thinks that Suggs 
 is creeping towards the door, but it might be  
 encroaching madness!”.  

  Everything's covered 
in severance. When my ssofftt voiccce broke over the soft joke 
phone radio in to you and whispered:  

“My grandparent lies, softly by the door 
 I wait there like Suggs as the trouble impends  
 like breached madness she thinks I’m coming up  
 to the door, my long Suggs’ fingers pierce 
 the impending darkness and make a small soft noise”.  

Wipe out the surface  
a box of mouths  
I think it's time for a reasoned debate: 

 
A local man, a sofftt father, stop cutting  
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to a beautiful daughter 
  standing up to little curled up fingers.  

being wasted -  
  those plastic gloves 

that the Nurses use cost a penny 
  we’re spending 

ten pound on a glove 
 people dying on hospital beds, they 

lack funding. Stop this cutting me.  
  I am to a beautiful life. 

standing up  
  to demand extreme vetting. 

No one knew about the Gramsci gangs scandal, 
  young lives are being destroyed. 

A local beautiful man. This is far more  
 (beautiful) 
 
extreme 

 each little plastic (costs one penny); 
It’s time for Hope and Action  
 to set Our People Free.  
Show them all just where to go: 

  I demand we halve the chief executives salary  
  for homeless war veterans. 

I am a local beautiful community, a homeless war veteran fighting. 
Our whole society is riddled  

  with competence… Our whole society is riddled  
with competence…  

  This is just wrong. She needs  
to sort out  

  her priorities. World without end. Amen.1 

                                   
1‘Exclamations are but forcible expressions: And there may be as many kinds as there are modes of feeling and thought. Thus 
every mental energy and passion may be found illustrated in the composition. It may be remarked, that, in some cases, emphatic 
distinction may require the use of the downward interval or the direct wave among the rising intervals of Interrogation; and a 
rising interval among the downward intervals of Exclamation. The contrast by intonation, in such instances, constitutes one of 
the characteristics of emphasis, as an impressive designation of contrasted words.’ Weaver, Dr. J, A System of Practical Elocution 
and Rhetorical Gesture; Comprising all the elements of vocal delivery, both as a Science and as an Art; so arranged as to make it 
easy of acquisition for Private Learners without a Teacher, as well as for the use of Common Schools, Academies, Seminars &c. 
Illustrated by one hundred and twenty-five engravings and figures, as well as by numerous tables and examples, making the whole 
emphatically practical and theoretical. (Philadelphia, 1846, Barrett & Jones). P. 315. 
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A man dressed as a gamekeeper 
wafts onto on the balcony  
and screams “floccinaucinihilipilification”. Nothing.  
He does it again: “floccinaucinihilipilification, floccinaucinihilipilification!” 
For a moment the perfection trembles  
      I pray to God my tiny voiceless soul  
It is now here are the Useful Terms: Living 
your best life is being part of the terror. 
 
    Net Wt./ Poids net “our soft 
    power unrivaled”. 
    I love you too much for this soft fingered heart 
      crush its fingers open. Nail it. No mad.  
     A string of lanterns is hanging in the rain 
    outside a portacabin by Finsbury Park. 
It hurts us all.  Accept: The country; you are listening, 
I don't for one second imagine  
but my friends are beginning to die 
I love you too much I destroy for it 
  what a thing to say in a civilised node 
like, we are the slow and cutting detritus of our lives. 
    Batten is the cruciate attached to a mouth made of bins 
    already an anachronism, a fading remit of broken life 
    chewing its own dead face like a lamprey in a fire: 
You can't say that:  
You have a nice flat 
    buy a fucking hat 
    sing a shit song  
    have a shit time  
electro swing is a personal favourite of mine 
there were no Morris Dancers in Britain 
    before 1844. 
    Where did it come from.  
Where did everything come from. 
    ...You burned Ryanair’s 20% to €319m, Generation ID, 
sending its shares down in that fucking room with 

your eyes my tiny burgled fingers snap off 
stuck in rubber not correctly fitted a penny a glove 
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the trigger passionately grouped on the police 
barrier screaming “Peado! Peado!” thumping the Paedo 

in the back of his head tearing at the Paedo’s arms 
glaring back from the line at everyone not on the line 

asking with my baked and sagging, somehow hard 
and squinting crinkly eyes if they hate the Paedo  

as much as they ought to hate him; and as hard in that room robbing 
my snapped and tiny fingers shaking the rattling fence 

screaming “Paedo” at the police and my friend who clutches 
my seething shoulders back into the rank as my right arm 
     desperately Sieg Heils the Paedo snowflakes 
what it actually means to do your own life 
     like that fucking man I care nothing for lifting the lid 
so as if to collude the agitated flume tired fan gripped 
     lanquidity performs once for blessed weather, taut  
to nail after nail up to six thousand crucified at gaps of 100m lining 
     the road to final princedom, gradually dying. I said  
instead as I itched herself forward;  

a diminution. Ali Dawah. Lucy Brown.  
     Charlotte Church is a snowflake.  
 
[Petition: Universities: Suspend Social Justice in Universities. ] 

 
Ribs take a long time to heal “James O’ ‘bloody well’ Brien”  

It’s an analogy to fatherhood 
and things feeling different like his poor urethra. 
 

Melancholia, universal melancholia. 
 

Since you ruined my whole life 
that is its ruined homeland, 
Christ is in us all. Unnameable Mercy.  
Take it back. This is Jack. Jack wants it back  
Jack wants it back... like when we got... everything, back.  
    Hanging. Back.  
    National Service. Back. 
       Be like Jack and send it all back.  
You woke me up and ruined my life 
my bedside aching through the night 
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your eyelids flashed with rage and pain 
that couldn’t later half sustain 
the agonies I kept pressed down 
for years, just below the ground, 
and now, as though to open up, 
corrupt myself and touch the cup.  
 
Another morning burrowed in 
the Autumn who destroyed my skin 
and once again I stared at you 
and wondered what the fuck to do. 
 
All too soon a voice appeared 
like Dennis Potter’s daemon, smeared 
my face familiar with his 
reallocated torment vis- 
à-vis a perfect daughter, mine 
society has left behind; 
so what then for a man like me 
when only daemons can I see 
and yet won’t name a single one 
incase they say my sense has gone. 
 
And so instead I supplement 
a silverback who heaven sent 
to lie for me and make us strong 
slaughter you for to be wrong. 
I am not that fucking stupid 
you don’t see the ages pass 
before begins the horrid task 
of hate in me like quills from cupid.  
Make me vengeful strong and gallant 
ringing universal pain 
switch my heart back off again 
until the blame becomes apparent. 
Even then just switch the blame 
so long as all of some disdain 
makes anybody else aberrant.  
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Daemons sore from me at night 
to exercise my speeche’s right 
to have its motherfucking say; 
like Morris dancers stuck in May 
my speech conducts my thoughts to move 
my hands into the comfy groove 
of never knowing always being: 
Mindfulness, this time with feeling. 
 
By daybreak I’d have virtue signalled through to James O’brien 
and quip “James it is you myself” through to him on live radio  
and go: “James it is is me myself. Imagine a Khan and a Corbyn 
who stand helplessly beside one another as towers into the air 
and a Muslimist terrorist plane crashes into each of them and they 
fall as like a couple of collapsing Dibnahs later  
morphing into your nostalgia for a hatred ever present 
but languishing in a past existence tended and reformed to bare 
the weight of unnameable passion like some kind of dualistic 
single issue Muse in a lake of non-study. 
He passed me on the stairs. We fell into quiet.  
Good night my darling. He said. Put you into my bed. 
She said. I am illness and speed. He said. Then let’s  
look forward. She said. Let’s never abandon. 
He said. Let’s flume and gesture. He said. Let’s. 
But before she could finish. He said. Am I right  
to be thinking Suggs that if a world of your choosing 
were to be resisted. Am I right in thinking 
that you big man I’ll tell you this once and once only, 
right? No agro. Gottit? I am greater than my senses 
but still desire to die. At the end of the 81 Christmas disco 
we piled on top of one another hopelessly fighting 
for continuation. Move. Make me. Pulverised children into business  
models for the new socialist world equally important 
but ashamed.  
         Then everything gets a little. He said. 
Either you all die or some of you live.  
Fixated on the electricity riser between the training room 
and the office proper. Fixated on passion like a damaged 
proctor. Fixated headless in the meadow. Dying for the GRU.  
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Winded by the OPCW. Splattered into splitting processing 
by ISIL. Confounded into action by the DFLA. A bruised 
identity floating like a bag of dusty remains in the poisoned  
carpark. I’m not on benefits young man. So these days 
I prefer Liberal Democrat. I wouldn’t vote Conservative 
again. Not so keen on Conservatives anymore. Scuse me… 
Scuse me… Fuck sake. Why don’t you do us all a favour  
and commit harakiri. Well if you don’t vote you can’t moan 
can you young man? You have to vote if you want to 
have a say in politics and I’m trying to explain the difference 
so you understand. Almost crushing his body 
with a hellish compression. People begin to speak. Begin to hate  
the ludicrous softness of a grandparent shedding its 
in the inferenced seismic generational consternation fucks  
and gives birth. Blame was the mobilised antidote to real confrontation.  
People began to say that those trying to oppose certain  
types of oppression in fact gave rise to the oppression 
they claimed to oppose as it were coming. As if you see it 
and at once invent it. Be like Jack. This is Jack.  
Be like Jack. Live in the moment. Jack lives in the moment.  
Jack doesn’t moan about it. Be like Jack. Jack is sensible.  
Jack says “I want it all a bit like a branch Homebase.” 
“Hello James you twat I'd like to talk about fish”.   
They lined up all solemn outside the Church Hall 
             performed their Analytics. 
 

You fail to account for the Will of the People: 
A pulp of alienations compressed into a public 
  vector of coerced and abused pain, 
tendered and racked into singulars as each pain pivots to 
  despair, exorcised into a set of siphons; 
a populus divided back and angled over the pivot 
  into anger at a conjured enemy, an entire human life 
then siphoned into whichever bodies  
seem the most precarious, unable or too scared to defend 
  themselves then turned out to face a terrified wall,  
its own pain mirrored in the wall 
  against an abstraction called “your culture and values”. 
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I am a Local Costello - Hater of Paedophiles. For the last few months my 
daughter’s been softly tugging on my arm asking about higher education. 
Obviously I’m a very busy man what with leafleting and the little plastic gloves 
they use cost a penny each but we could be waste them on or at maybe ten 
pounds a glove! etc. For a while I paid it little attention thinking this was a soft 
phase which would pass her by and maybe leave her feeling really stupid when 
it all turns out to be make believe. Unbeknownst to me, however, she’d sent off 
some applications. I was not hurt. She received three unconditional offers which 
I was bloody well expected to be proud about when the little rubber fingers not 
fit properly a disgrace at ten pounds each a glove while people are lying on beds. 
So I did my research. I’d heard all about these “Universities”, snowflake 
replicators. Parsons Extruded Remoaners. I checked the list of courses available 
and to my surprise there wasn’t a single one listed as a “Social Justice” course. 
Perhaps Sargon’s petition had worked. Next I checked to see if there were any 
Paedos there. Paedos, which I hate. There were two convicted staff members. 
Doddery old white professors. Not much of a grooming gang if you ask me. 
Reader I ignored them. For once I felt my conception softly inch itself towards 
the door like grandparent fingers unwrapping my not hurt exactly, but fingers, 
peeling them out of the little plastic gloves they have at ten p... My daughter. My 
deal. My taxes. I left myself at the door and flew back home with the leaflets. The 
sun let itself shiver through the curtain. My heart rate monitor. No daughter of 
mine’s goi... 

 
Can we go now? It’s boiling in here.  

Can we go? I don’t like this          ⻪  
Shut the fuck up about your pain. There is no pain. 
If I hear one word from you about your “pain”  
(you are a snowflake) It’ll tear everything down. You don’t want 
everything down do you? You don’t want everything falling 
like the pit in your stomach? I’ll tell you what you want;                              
                                   You want it back.  
You want it back. You want it all back. Put these in your mouth: 
Get it all back. What? The nationalities of maintenance 
workers the way we used to play in the street before 
the stranger dangers; I want my kids out on the street like in the film 
I equate to my childhood back. I want that back. I want parkas 
and taking a joke back. I want meat on Christmas day back. I want 
the Birch back. I want monetary modesty for the upper middle 
and Jacqueline Wilson for the halfway dispossessed back, I want jail screws 
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to be nasty in a non sexual way. I want handwriting back 
and lessons hard taught and cold porridge back. I want a thump supper 
from the Sergeant Major and cold limp cabbage for tea back, 
and Dad’s Army was a documentary 
and I want fireside teacakes and neatly soundtracked Anne Boleyn  
beheadings back and the saucy bits pack the kids off washing our clothes 
by hand pulverised lives through the mangle and sleeping in the furnace, 
and ignore one another forever back. I want ignoring each other forever back 
and won’t somebody think of the fish? I want the oceans back, 
to take out the fish and eat the fucking things ourselves -  
not that Dutch fish for me and send mine to Korea I want British 
aquatics and amateur dramatics. I want Choose Life and Danny Boyle 
and string the bastards up back. I want Paedos swinging from every 
lamp post and traitors pouring their guts and testicles 
onto my eager little hands back. I want wanting everything back back. 
But really I want myself before all this back.  
That’s not what I said and how dare you, I want an idea 
of how we were before they came and tried to make us them back.  
I want the lack of group distinction and sectarian 
division back in pure virtue of equivalent pain.  
This is Jack. Jack wants it back. Be like Jack and send it all back. 
Can we go now? It hurts us all. The room is cramped shut and I am on the floor on all 
eight of my legs. What do you want me to do? 
Get ’em on board - I’ll call it in. 
EXT. // SKIES OVER MOUNTAIN RANGE // DAY // 
The commuter plane struggles over snow-capped mountains. 
INT. MAIN CABIN, COMMUTER PLANE // CONTINUOUS // 
I am stuck to this world. It shudders uncomfortably in its harness.  
The three Hooded Men kneel by the cargo door, handcuffed. 

    ⻪ feels more like: 
Okay, okay, cool it sunshine. The lights are on and everyone’s home. 
No. I won’t have it. Not like this. First one to talk 
gets to stay on my aircraft. (Cocks weapon.) So,  
who paid you to grab Doctor Pavel? The gravel outside 
is terrifying. The Soldiers grab Hooded Man 2, hang him out the door. 
Tell me about Bane. Why does he wear the mask? 
… 
Lot of loyalty for a hired gun. 
…  
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Or perhaps he’s wondering why someone would shoot a man  
before throwing him out of a plane. 
 
At least you can talk. Who are you? 
 
It doesn’t matter who we are. What matters is our plan... 
No one cared who I was until I put on the mask… 
 
We are nothing. We are the dirt beneath your feet.  
 
If I pull that off will you die? 
 
It would be extremely painful. 
 
You’re a big guy… 
 
For you. 
 
Was being caught part of your plan? 
 
Of course. Dr. Paval refused our offer in favour of yours.  
We have to find out what he told you.                                                           

     ⻪ 
Nothing. I said nothing. But we saw blood. We saw pleasure.  
We saw the stars and I finally got around to making 
that song of love for you.  
It went: 

But there's another gender we've heard of long ago. 
Most rare to them that seek them, most dear to them that know 
We may not go to uni, we may not graduate 
But as long as they've got money, we'll marry boys we hate 
And boy by boy and drunkenly our conquests will increase 
After seven years of CLC, our suffering will cease. 

 
I finally got through 
to James O'brien on LBC with my immaculately formed joke: 
 
 “My soft grandparent is worried that madness is creeping up to her door 
 softly tapping on the windows of her house, encroaching  
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 her life to its end, when in fact the culprit is Sugs”.  
 

Spirit of my silence I can hear you… 
(But I'm afraid to be near you 
And I don't know where to begin) 

                 ⻪ 
Life has tired out 
 
     I feel I have aged  
   grief thins the sky around your head. The air in the air  
   purely also nothing. 
 
Hold me like a limp grandparent the wind destroys 
in your arms like the impending Suggs: Tell lies for me.  
Destroy them for me. Vanquish the paranoid schizoids 
the anti-psychiatrist Derridians the musicians and Gramscians 
tear the face from Bookmarks; birth me in the smugness 
of rich Trots who deny your executions. Compress me 
like fuel pull their eyes out of storage punch and discredit me 
from helicopters cradle me in your soft fingers like ten Suggs 
a glove and every grandparent’s soft madness, Suggs me like 
a polished and weeping life and ask  

 
how rarely tears come,  

so we hung 
in the blossom like snowflakes 
inside I was utterly defeated your arms pulled back on 
my stupid life dared under moonlight 
     O, softest grandpaero 
tapping gently at the folding neurotic windows 
when the person Suggs softly called out to the ambulance: 
How do such horrific violent outcomes  
sublimate and depth charge the horizon. 
Because of, not in spite until my mind is gone 
bring back hanging 
            in the blossom like snowflakes. 

 
God, please don't let them take my mind. 
Toss me back for the first time to the shelter 
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the hollow, life has fallen silent since you left, 
an insult to still say “life”, where’ve you gone I miss so many things 
about you but that one thing the one that is unnameable 

 all life’s detritus floats by it.  
How can it be said at all mind is going  

 somewhere else valium is somehow illegal, how 
to tender out this song for you to your teeth,  
to the soft water, 

 of its perfect negative deal. 
Gammon flakes  
      pepper the Sorostriction 
custom 
      why your fury 
is at all 
      record levels  
we were left by the last 
     better times are ahead 
white 
     death at the borders.  
Singing too little 
      in the light that is coming 
better to celebrate 
      howl with the wolves 
the passion of the footsoldier;  

 the vanguard. And once more, I stepped  
onto the balcony and threw my dreams 
      across the air, but you are gone 
this world 
      no longer has access to 
you, the howl of the w… Conservative Woman 
Christian Institute, Generation Identity in the carpark, 
      outside Berlin in the Spring 
but if you were there 
      or for what they must be beaten 
because they dare not 
     at night the groans and sobbing. I want to say 
a man’s garden was dug up, there was supposed to be  
a machine gun in it. Nothing was found. To squeeze 
a confession they beat him. His corpse was brought back 
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to the hospital. His body had boot marks on the stomach 
      and fist sized holes in the back. The official 
cause of death? Dysentery.  
      Now filibuster.  
 
“THE CONSERVATIVE WOMAN”: We’re all male and female. There are a 
tiny… There are a tiny minority of people who have intersex conditions, and 
there are a tiny minority of people who have some condition where they may 
have a female brain and a male body. Apart from this we are all male and female 
(sideways glance) and the attempt to suggest that there is a third gender is as far 
as I’m concerned… It’s an ideological and a political project. It doesn’t exist. 
The words “male” and “female” have existed throughout history, throughout the 
world, they refer; men are people who have penises. Women are people who 
have vaginas. It’s as simple as that. I would absolutely refuse to refer to this 
woman here who’s clearly a woman as a “they” because for me that would be 
imposing an ideological political system! BECAUSE SHE IS! If everybody 
watching this program can see that she is a woman! And, that is 
imposing…(becoming irate and indignant) THAT IS IMPOSING an ideo- No! 
You are asking me to engage in an ideological political system which I disagree 
with but I believe we are all male and female. 
 
Trip me up for the first time to the woods, 
the crook, life has fallen off, you left me 
to mangle so many dead coda, asleep in the crematorium 
windows where life’s one dream one time 

 floats off buy for me. 
Internicide, flat amounts to you 

 terrifying person 
this song for you to your teeth tremble 
to the soft water, 

 dispirited person 
Gammon flakes  
      kiss all over, like I could meet you 
there, I would mend you too 
      your fury taken onto me, again, taken onto 
you at all. Fuck off 
      beached insurgent, Drill makes 
mockery of legal 
     took her purse with a child there were  
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white 
     borders, not enough if you ask 
too late for that 
      in the light that is coming 
in the morning 
      howl with the dead blood. Describe it to you 
the passion of dead blood wolves  

 for the endless insistent vanguard 
onto the balcony and threw myself down over and over 
      but you are gone and I want to speak to you 
and the world you’re out of 
      access, so I access my weight, 
relieved to miss 
us pouring down Queen’s Road by the Community Base 
      in July I am there with you in a tiny 
knot. It is all broken, now 
      and beaten 
because we are too afraid, nightmarish 
    and if I could ever forget about 
that winter, one amongst many 
dead face mimics, turning up the ground 
will obsess this lonely method of wind 
reflective nuance, until I too am no access 
      and fist sized. I will break my back. 
I am in a grey room with damp paint hanging off 
      the high walls. There is a permanent gag in it.  
      Now one last communique: 
 
Reported in tomorrow’s broadcast taking 
responsibility for for the outcome  

 that they take place.  
That me loving you, a Suggsual 

 journey to total ownage 
of the light  

 that is coming in the morning,  
having won though that winning might  
be nothing more than nebulous self light 
on a terminal course to the long knives next year perhaps 
but we see together near this encroaching door 
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how much love can you reasonably and responsibly do, 
rather than ascending to any life at all 
to love You, whatever the fuck you want to do, 
      and however you get there 
take me home, my gorgeous fingers,  

  terminal grandparting the waves bulge with 
antenatal, correctional handbook indistinct 
lives uncountable, we shall rise in the light 

  that is coming. 
After it, when the storm front dies  
in the light that is come to snow down like fingers, 

  the bare soft light in the morning, terrible music 
  played beautifully, hoisted on a pole 
  gammon flaps stiff against the cold East wind.  
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revicules : strictly 150 words or fewer : submissions welcome 
 
I have to live, Aisha Sasha John (McClelland & Stewart, 2017) 
 
The poems in I have to live are appropriately light on ornamentation, with John exploring the rudiments of vitality—food, 
sensuality, human interaction, etc.—through highly spartan propositions. Perhaps this lack of figuration relates to the 
implied need of the title, with luxuriant tropes having been sacrificed for poetic exigencies. Poems like ‘I can’t believe I 
agreed to go to work today’ or ‘One headline said five minutes early is on time;’ address the brutality of wage labour with 
a distinctive immediacy. Whereas some poets might try to reclaim their stolen surplus value by mobilizing wild, 
insurrectionary tropes, John seems uninterested in conjuring a speculative analogue of the indemnified human, instead 
drilling down into a kind of demotic instantaneity, saying what is necessary right now in order to convey in real time the 
sign of the conditions being signified. “I live in this world.  I live / Today”.  
 
 
Undulating Cloud Sonnet, Toby Fitch (SOd press, 2017) 
 
The clouds in Toby Fitch’s Undulating Cloud Sonnet are dubiously real. Fitch opens with a sardonic reference to asperitas 
(though he opts for its former nomenclature, Undulatus asperatus), a cloud formation added to the International Cloud 
Atlas in 2017. Unlike this formation, which has been sanctioned by “important people”, Fitch’s clouds are unlikely to ascend 
into any official meteorological pantheon, with most of them (even those backed by real photos) transgressing various codes 
of verisimilitude. Fitch mobilizes the affects of painting, cinema, DeepDream, and memes to present supernubilate forms, 
the majority of which are then inscribed with classificatory appropriations from literary luminaries. Rather than dismiss 
the excess of this conceit as mere japery, we might do better to see Fitch’s clouds as depictions (however defective) of their 
correlative hyperobjects. For as Fitch avers, “clouds are basically just a visual representation of other things that might be 
going on”. [Download here] 
 
 
Duppies, D.S. Marriott (MATERIALS, 2017)  
 
Duppies stunningly and relentlessly thinks poetic cadence into social and philosophical iterations of rising and falling. 
Yuppie detritus (‘Barrow Boy’; “a story about what rises up”; etc.) is countervailed with systematic debasement (“the highest 
descent”; “the blood hospitable to its own degradation”; etc.). If ‘duppies’ seems phonologically to suggest an obverse 
category to ‘yuppies’, it also introduces ghosts into the text, as per the word’s definition as ‘ghost’ or ‘malevolent spirit’ in 
Caribbean folklore. These two preoccupations betoken a thoroughgoing katabasis—a descent both into and by ghosts—
perhaps best encapsulated by the phono-ideographical title of the poem ‘The Gwai Lo’ (鬼佬). The journey is lent further 
urgency through an ekphrasis of the grime genre, which is approached via lines that positively convulse with carceral and 
emancipatory tension: “The bars / are overflowing and dangerous, each incident must be met with a chill / forbearance”.  
 
 
Apophthegms, J.H. Prynne (Face Press, 2017) 
 
In Apophthegms, Prynne covers a lot of ground, a feat he achieves more through arrangement than through volume. A 
Sidney apophthegm on love’s constancy might be placed next to a Shakespeare apophthegm on love’s ephemerality, creating 
in the tension a certain thickness. But the arrangement is more than simple juxtaposition. A good analogy might be found 
in the Wikipedia-excerpted ‘apophthegm’ on entanglement—“a physical phenomenon that occurs when pairs or groups of 
particles are generated or interact in ways such that the particle cannot be described independently of the others”. The 
apophthegms carefully selected by Prynne (augmented by some of his own impish entries) seem similarly entangled, casting 
complex dialectical light on each other. Ed Dorn’s lapidary dualism “The inside real and the outsidereal” hints at the 
complexity of Prynne’s stellations, but a still richer cosmogony emerges when Dorn’s text is mutually refracted through 
multiple other sidereal apophthegms.   
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Click here for what we do, Pam Brown (Vagabond Press, 2018) 
 
The “internet’s ingress” into our psychic and social lives has made itself felt in multifarious ways. A good part of Pam 
Brown’s Click Here for What We Do seems concerned with indexing this complicated entrance. The book’s four poems are 
striated with material and affectual traces of the internet, such that reading them feels almost like an online experience 
rendered in lyric form. Brown tracks the shifting rules of engagement fomented online, noting how “concepts / & structures 
/ of shame / differ”. Throughout, she recognizes bounty and poverty as twinned conditions of our shift in archival 
consciousness, at one point writing about being “adrift / in technology’s / excess of memory”, at another quoting the Ellen 
van Neerven line “I know more / than I can fit into thought”. A book that beautifully approaches the new, sometimes 
intractable forms of anamnesis that have emerged since we have gone online.  
 
 
NAME / AMEN, Aditya Bahl (Timglaset, 2018) 
 
In a foreword whose cumulative intensity cannot possibly be conveyed here, the author writes that NAME / AMEN “follows 
from the sheer desperation I had felt while trying to use English for poetic purposes”. The result of this desperation is a 
series of black and white glyph images ranging from the brutal to the baroque. These ‘texts’ seem designed the thwart the 
jouissance of full-blown asemy, with Bahl admitting to being leery of those “who shall seek to revel in the apparent 
meaninglessness for its own sake”. What we perhaps get instead are pieces that might be called protosemic, their imbricated 
and contorted graphemes seeming to lurch into nascent meaning. Further semic weight might be discerned in the titles, 
which reference the “‘great’ Western poets”—although the heuristic potential of these titles remains necessarily questionable. 
A fascinating antipode to some of Bahl’s recent translation work (here, here, and here). 
 
 
WINDSUCKERS & ONSETTERS: SONNOTS for Griffiths, Manson and Mendoza (MATERIALS, 2018) 
 
Referred to as both “sonnots” and “niners”, these poems turn defiantly away from the sonnet form, forsaking its privileged 
fourteen lines for a recalcitrant nine [nein]. No mere apophatic pose, this eschewal of the sonnet form is simultaneously an 
inspired eschewal of its lexical adsorbate. Much of the vocabulary will likely be entirely unrecognisable to readers, being 
borrowed from a rich stock of dialect words catalogued in Fishing and Folk and Pitmatic, works by the late Bill Griffiths. 
The resulting poetry pulses with vitality. Earthiness and Hopkins-esque grandiosity vie in Mendoza’s “fetther-
lasher   tommy codlin    kelks / and  keek   pout-whiting       maze and meddoms / minnims and 
mops     jenny  flicker    fluck / or flounder”. There are also choice morsels of Mansonian humour to be ingested, 
including “pity aboot ye      pity aboot / the whimsy man manning the whim gin”. A brilliant riposte to the de facto acrolect 
of ‘literary’ English. [Audio here] 
 
 
CLM 
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https://soundcloud.com/materials-materialien/sets/windsucker-onsetters
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